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ABSTRACT 
As data visualization has become increasingly important in our 
society, many challenges prevent people who are blind and visually 
impaired (BVI) from fully engaging with data and data graphics. For 
example, tactile data representations are commonly used by BVI 
people to explore spatial graphics, but it is difcult for BVI people 
to construct and understand tactile representations without prior 
training or expert assistance. In this work, we adopt a constructive 
visualization framework of using simple and versatile tokens to 
engage non-experts in the construction of tactile data representa-
tions. We present preliminary results of how participants chose to 
interpret and create tactile data representations and the preferred 
haptic exploratory procedures used for retrieving information. All 
participants used similar construction strategies and converged 
upon 3D compact spatial forms to retrieve and display analytical 
information. These insights can inform future data visualization 
authoring and consumption tools that users of more diverse skill 
backgrounds can efectively navigate. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Data visualization has become increasingly important in our so-
ciety, augmenting the way we learn, work, manage personal f-
nances, interpret current events, amongst numerous other facets of 
our daily lives. However, many challenges prevent blind and visu-
ally impaired (BVI) people from fully engaging with data and data 
graphics. One challenge is that BVI people often need to rely on 
specialists to create alternative forms of spatial graphics [5]. Studies 
have documented several benefts of the act of constructing data 
visualizations, which include deeper understandings of datasets, 
critical engagement with the visualization process, and refections 
of the data in the context of personal actions and values [1, 11, 15]. 

Another challenge is that exploration of these spatial graphics 
can be difcult for BVI people who have not been trained. Tactile 
graphics, for example, are commonly used to convey spatial in-
formation [5, 13, 17], but the ability to understand them depends 
on the user’s familiarity with efective exploratory procedures and 
strategies [11, 16]. To make data graphics more approachable, signif-
icant research eforts investigate ways to augment the exploratory 
process [6, 10] as well as alternative forms of representing spa-
tial information that leverage diferent spatial cues and types of 
interactivity [8, 12, 14]. 

The emergent paradigm of constructive visualization, or the 
creation of fexible and dynamic visualizations using simple, fa-
miliar, and versatile elements, presents a framework for engaging 
non-experts in the process of manipulating and constructing data 
visualizations [7]. We apply this framework to observe how BVI peo-
ple construct and interact with a tactile physicalization of a sample 
dataset using stackable magnetic tokens. Versatile manipulatives 
such as magnetic tokens, Wikki Stix, and stackables, are commonly 
used to teach BVI students spatial graphics in educational settings 
[4, 11]. We see constructive visualization as a promising way to gain 
insight into tactile representations and corresponding exploratory 
procedures that are more broadly accessible to the BVI community, 
all-the-while engaging non-experts in the construction of tactile 
data representations. These insights can inform future data visu-
alization tools that users of more diverse skill backgrounds can 
efectively navigate. 
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Figure 1: Interaction environment for a) task 1, which involved users constructing data representations using textured tokens, 
reference bars, and braille labels and b) task 2, which involved users consuming a standard tactile graphic. Design of tokens 
and tactile graphics were based on BANA guidelines [3]. 

2 STUDY DESIGN 
In this work, we adopt a mixed methods approach that uses a com-
bination of direct observations, surveys, and interviews to observe 
how BVI people: 1) organize data into graphical constructions, 2) 
use their constructions to retrieve analytical information, and 3) re-
confgure their constructions to retrieve analytical information. We 
compare constructive visualization with a baseline of consuming 
pre-made tactile graphics. The videos and qualitative comments are 
codifed using a grounded theory approach. We derived our cod-
ing scheme from relevant haptic exploratory procedures identifed 
in Klatzky and Lederman [9] in addition to whether participants 
simultaneously explored the graphic with one or two hands. We 
chose to initially code participants answering questions related to 
minimum and trend identifcation because they require participants 
to navigate through specifc groups of values. 

2.1 Participants 
We recruited 3 participants through local community organizations. 
All participants self-identifed as blind and were between 55-65 
years old. P1 is an assistive technology specialist who frequently 
read tactile graphics, while P2 and P3 did not have extensive tactile 
graphics experience. Participants spent roughly 90 minutes and 
received 50 USD. 

2.2 Procedures 
After flling out a consent form and demographics questionnaire, 
participants completed three tasks using sample datasets that 
showed a fctional bank account spending statement. For each 
task, we asked participants to think aloud. In task 1 (construction), 
participants constructed a graphical representation of the sample 
dataset and answered a set of analytical questions relating to the 
dataset based on their construction. In task 2 (consumption), par-
ticipants were given time to familiarize themselves with a premade 
tactile graphic that represented a similar dataset before answering 
a similar set of analytical questions. In task 3 (transformation), par-
ticipants were encouraged to reconfgure their constructions from 

task 1 in order to answer the last set of analytical questions and 
were aided in “resetting” their constructions to previous forms at 
any time upon request. Participants answered a series of post-study 
questions following the third task. 

2.3 Setup 
Dataset: Participants accessed the dataset through a Braille em-
bossed table on an A4 sheet and on a spreadsheet vocalized through 
a laptop and screen reader. We used similar datasets for task 1 (con-
struction) and task 2 (consumption) that showed four months of 
spending grouped into four spending categories. We based these 
datasets on ones used by Huron et al. [7] because they are broadly 
relatable and can be represented in many ways. Task 1 materials 
are shown in Figure 1a and task 2 materials are shown in Figure 1b. 

Analysis Questions: We asked participants similar sets of ana-
lytical questions to observe how they retrieved information from 
their constructions (task 1) and from the tactile graphic (task 2). In 
task 3, we encouraged users to manipulate constructions to answer 
5 additional analysis questions. Analysis questions were based on 
Boy et al.’s visualization literacy assessments [2] (included in the 
supplementary material). 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
We present initial results for three participants prior to suspend-
ing user studies in light of the Covid-19 pandemic. As expected, 
participants took more time constructing their datasets in task 1 
(15-20 minutes) than familiarizing with the tactile graphic in task 2 
(2-14 minutes). The total time participants took to answer analysis 
questions varied less and was on average shorter when participants 
referenced their constructions (10-12 minutes) compared to the 
tactile graphic (9-22 minutes), which we hypothesize is a result 
of the varying levels of familiarity participants had with tactile 
graphics versus their own constructions. We summarize common 
representation themes and strategies below. 

Similar construction processes with diferent forms: In 
task 1, all three participants approached their constructions by 
frst forming the structural elements of graphical representations 
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Figure 2: Participants reconfgured their constructions to answer analytical questions. All participants converged on a compact 
3D form that facilitated side-by-side comparisons of height. 

using the reference bars, then assigning labels if labels were used, 
last flling the graphical structure with data represented as tokens. 
Reference bars served two main functions when placed frst on the 
canvas: 1) they organized the loading of data and 2) they formed a 
way for blind people to navigate their constructions. P2 describes 
the latter purpose: “...borders are the most important thing there is 
for navigating anything– I can’t deal with empty space, so the more 
borders there are, the more so-to-speak context there is for something, 
the better I can navigate whatever it is.” While the construction 
process was the same, the fnal construction form and use of ma-
terials difered between the three participants (Figure 2, left-most 
column). P1, who is a frequent tactile graphics reader, constructed 
a 2D vertical bar-chart representation of the dataset that most-
closely resembled the embossed tactile graphic. P2 and P3 stacked 

tokens into a 3D representation of the data with month on one axis, 
category on a second axis, and spending on a third vertical axis. 

Diferent retrieval strategies for construction than con-
sumption: Participants used diferent combinations of exploratory 
procedures when retrieving analytical information from their con-
struction compared to the tactile graphic as shown in Figure 3. 
One potential contribution to these diferences could be traced to 
inherent diferences in the representation elements. Participants 
used contour following more frequently with the tactile graphic, 
typically sweeping across horizontal gridlines to compare spend-
ing amounts or determine spending values, even for constructions 
in which reference bars resembled gridlines. The larger spatial 
footprint of the tokens could have reduced the spatial precision 
needed to accurately navigate the graphic. With the constructions, 
participants more often leveraged enclosure, enabled by the more 

Figure 3: Plot comparing the relative time spent using gestures on task 1 (construction) and task 2 (consumption) for questions 
relating to minimum and trend identifcation. We defne relative time as the amount of time spent engaging in coded gesture 
normalized by the amount of time taken to answer the corresponding question. 
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the prominent geometric features of the construction elements, 
and counting, due to the lack of numeric identifers. Another con-
tribution to observed exploratory procedure diferences may be 
an outcome of how data is internalized during the construction. 
For example, P3 did not need to reference the construction but 
did reference the tactile graphic to answer the trend description 
question. 

3D form facilitates “gestalt” overview and comparisons: 
When asked to manipulate their constructions from task 1 to a rep-
resentation that was best suited to retrieve diferent categories of 
analytical information (e.g. min/max, trends), all participants con-
verged to the same spatially condensed, 3D form. Figure 2 shows the 
forms each participant used to answer the diferent questions. For 
questions that involved comparisons such as Q1 (compare spending) 
and Q4 (compare trends), participants opted to manipulate the form 
in a way that would facilitate height comparisons. First, participants 
would move the relevant values next to each other with no space in 
between. All participants made similar comments as P1, who said: 
“it’s very easy to compare the trends in the various categories side by 
side when you compare the 3D dimensions between two categories. 
It’s much easier to tell very quickly what the trend is where.” Next, 
participants compared heights using two hands, each following a 
diferent value, “and you can just feel as you progress through the 
months” as described by P3. Participants also commented on how 
the 3D form allowed them to get a better overview compared to a 
2D form, “[With 2D form] I couldn’t actually look at all the data at 
once the way I can in this 3-dimensional representation.” (P1), and 
“[3D construction is] much easier to compare stacks across, can tell 
height easily even without rearrangement” (P3). 

4 CONCLUSION 
Although signifcant research and academic efort aims to improve 
access to graphical information, constructing and understanding 
tactile representations without prior training or expert assistance 
remains a challenge for BVI people. We present preliminary results 
for how three BVI people create and retrieve information from 
visual representations using tactile tokens. All participants used 
similar construction strategies and converged upon 3D compact 
spatial forms to retrieve and display analytical information. While 
participants were able to construct any representation of the dataset, 
the provided authoring tools limit and may bias the representation 
form to variations of bar graphs. Observations and comparisons 
in this study may also not generalize to other types of graphical 
representations, which is a potential direction for future studies to 
explore. Continued work will analyze whether certain exploratory 
procedures correlate with retrieval performance when addressing 
the diferent types of analytical questions and explore diferences 
between expert and novice tactile graphics users. These results 
can inform tactile graphics literacy training. By studying how BVI 
people construct and retrieve from graphical representations, we 
begin to distinguish forms and exploratory procedures that may 
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improve the access of analytical information of tactile data repre-
sentations. We hope to continue revising and appending to these 
initial observations. 
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